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I. Prolegolnena: Omniscience
How ean the omniscience ofGod

be reeoneiled with human freedom?
If God has foreknowledge of what
I will do tomorrow, then how can I
be said to have any ehoiee about my
doings? There is an elegant elassical
answer to this sort of question; it is
an answer offered by Boethius at De
Consolatione, Book V and endorsed
by Aquinas at Summa Contra Gen
tiles Book 111, Chapter 61. ~'he an
swer eonsists in saying that the bogey
of divine /o1·eknowledge is the pro
duet of a confusion between the
atemporal world-view of God in His
eterni ty and the knowings or not
knowings of man in time uwhieh has'
its being in a sort of suceession."
Only if God were in time and so
knew today what I would do tomor
row, eould His omniseienee endanger
my freedom. Foreknowledgeis thus
an anthropomorphic misnomer. The
solution is, I cannot but repeat, elas
sieally admirable in its eleganee; it
earries a priee, of course, that of
plaeing God in the curious domain
of the atemporal. Yet this is a priee
whieh Aquinas, with his admiration
for Aristotle, would be espeeially
happy to pay: it seems to elarify the
Aristotelian view that God, to be
perfect, roust be purely in act; total
ly without potency. (Compare SGG,
I, 16)

There is an alternative solution to
the problem of harmonizing Divine
onlniscienee and human freedom.
This solution, offered by Professor
Richard Taylor, aeeepts God as a
temporal being and loeates the source
of our trouble in omniscience rather

than in /oreknowledge. At any gjven
time a certain sum of knowledge'
l'epresents all there is ~o know. ln
cluded in that· SUlll for an omniscient
tenlpOral knowe~ will be all that is
future that is totally determined by
present causal factors. If some future
events (like eertain hunlan choices)
are not so determined, then, in re· \
spect of these events there just is
nothingnow to know: "if the fu
ture 'ispartially undetermined . . .
an onlniscient being would have to

. conlprehend it just that way."t l'his
solution also has an attractive eie
gance, but it does seem to require at
least the following addendum if teul
poral omniseienee is to measure up
to Divine standards. Insofar as a
tenlporal, omniseient being i5 also a
purposer, omnipotent and the source
of all other beings with power, His
foreknowledge of the (wholly or par··
tially) determined future of what is
distinct from Hirnself is to be con
strued not so much on the model of
our knowledge of what is distinct
from ourselves as on the model 0/ our
H knowledge" 0/ our own intentions.,
C;od's foreknowledge of tomorrow's
sunrise is illuminated by areport of
intention like ccI know verywell
what 1'11 do with my next pay raise."
Even with this addendum, however.
we have to recognize' that Taylor's
solution earries a severe priee. For it
involves placing Gorl among tempor
al individuals. And this seems to be
at least as curious as placing hirn
among the atemporal ones. (COffi
pare numbers, geometrical theorems,
ete.) I suggest that Aquinas' reply
to any temporal analysis of God's
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omniscience would include the fol
lowing challenge: "even if there is
some plausibility. to a temporal ac·
count of omniscience, it must be
shown that other attributes of God,
no less essential to the concept of a
Divinity, can be dealt with temporal.
Iy. Otherwise the temporal analysis
of omniscience, left standing on its
own, becomes totally pointless. It is
theologically irrelevant."

For my own part, I must confess
myself torn between Boethius' and
Thomas' atemporal thesis and Tay
lor's temporal thesis. In what. follows
I shall adopt the role of a sort of tem
poralist Devil's Advocate against the
Angelic Doctor. If my words provoke
some staunchly atemporal theist to
refute t.he arguments, so much the bet
ter. The dispute may perhaps serve to
pring the Divine attributes into
clearer foeus for modern eyes.
2. .t4 Piece 101' the Devil's Advocate

Why should we fight shy of an atem
poral God? Initially, there are cer
tain psychological and poli tical con
siderations: the Judaeo-Christian tra
dition of belief in an atemporal God
is sometimes linked with attitudes
akin to fascism. John Stuart Mill's
classic Essay on Liberty was above a11
else a passionate defense of men's
right to differ.· I-Iorace Kallen's A
Study öl Liberty, published exactly a
century later, 2 is above all else a
lyrical exposition of the rightness of
change and flux. The right to dif
fer is thus offered by Kallen a basis
in the rightness of change - a basis
w h ich not a few metaphysica11y
minded modems may consider pro
founder, more unecessary" in struc
ture than Mill's appeal to contingent
matters of human psychology and
proneness to error. For Kallen H ac
tual freedom is alteration, innova
tion unforeseeably going on . . . ex-
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alting the eternal into the temporal."
(p. 109) Ranged against hirn he finds
the spokesmen of a "perennial philos
ophy." These seek security in a
changeless, atemporal reality behind
appearances, in order to appease
their dread of diversification and un
certainty. Too often linked with the
perennial philosophy are what Kal
len calls "compensatory ideals.~' As
opposed to the pragmatic ideals of
dynalIli( societies, these are invoked
against any correction of the status
quo: "the limits of visions with such
functions are denoted by words like
'immortal,' 'e t ern a 1,' 'universal,'
'one' ," (p. 130). For a11 that, he re
marks, the hardy perennialist likes
to speak of his changeless One, or
God, or Absolute, not only as being
the foundation of our freedom but
also as being Itself free. By this Kal
len, a Pragmatist, is provoked to some
thing Jike Wittgensteinian analysis;
he examines several senses of 'free'
and trys to show that in the case oI a
changcJess individual they simply
lack application. 3 He concludes that
"to predicate freedom of the absolute
is, in fact, to predicate change of the
changeless, relations of the unrelat
able ... the time is still future when
theological mystery can make philo
sophical sense." (pp. 88-89)

If Kallen is correct in finding a
psychologi{al link between belief in
a tim eie s s God and adherence to
authoritarian politics, this would
hardly be a logically compelling rea
son for a philosophical supporter of
open societies to abandon that belief.
Nevertheless, supposing Kallen to be
correct, at least we would have a
reasonable ground for trying to con
strue the Divine attributes in a tem
poral manner. For, should this proj
ect succeed, we achie.ve a powerful
antidote to the pragmatist criticism
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of Judaeo-Christian theology on its
own pragmatic terms. .For we thus
show that there is no necessary con
nection between theology anti what
might be even psychologically per
nicious in the respect Kallen cites.
Let us then tackle some crucial deo:.
scriptions that have traditionally
been ascribed to God.

God as Supreme Purposer: S 0 m e
years ago the Personalist theologian,
E. S. Brightman, criticized those who
shared his belief in a purposive God
directing the universe, yet insisted
that His eternity was utterly differ
ent from time. Brightman consider
ed such talk unhelpful for his "em
pirical" approach to religion, which
found evidence for faith in'experi
ence. If God's purposes bore no intel
ligible relation to our temporal hu
man purposes, how could experience
point to such a timeless purposer?
Very receritly George Boas, in his Paul
Carus lectures, has developed Bright
man's empirical point into a more
fundamental query as to the very
meaning of teleology; he concludes
in terms very generous to the oppo
sition, that "teleology had best be
used where it can be used literally;"
when theology is extended into cos
mic planning, he holds, the planner
or planners had better be modeled
on the personal, historical God of
Scripture rather than on a timeless
metaphysical abstraction, (a Funda
mental Ground, for example, or a
Principle of Concretion).4

There are reasons, I suggest as
Devil's Advocate, for going beyond
Boas' "had best" and trying to re
place his chivalrous understatement
with a hard logical "must." A teleo
logical explanation is naturally con
strued in Western theologians' talk
as purpose-referential and intention
referential explanation. This is not
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to say that a telos for Aristotle in his
account 01 causes. has to be so treat
ed. The Greek word may be con
strued as "finish," "peak," "conSUln
atioll," "direction," "conlpletion" anu
by other words less wedded to inten
tion' than the English "purpose." But
f\ristotle's God is not a Creator con'
cerned with his creatures. Aristotelian
teleology, unlike the Judaeo-Christian
tYl~e, need not mesh with talk of judg-
Ulent and eschatology, the Divine
plan unfolding in history, salvation
through Divine intervention, the
Good Shepherd, and so on. If this
is so, then in sharp contrast with
i\ristotle, Judaeo-Christian teleology
is far more deeply committed to God
as in tending efficien t cause than
as truly impassible' final cause. In
other words, to speak of God as Su
preme Purposer is for religious pur
poses of our tradition to exalt Hirn
as supreme among intending agents.
Now it seems fundamental to the
logic of intention that the iniending
agent be directed to, or engaged in,
or considering an activity which is
not yet cornplete for hirn. Certainly
I can display intention in my di
rectedness to what I am now doing
but that is because what I can here
be spoken of as "doing" involves a
t~mporal succession of states, each
preceding another later state. "Am"
cannot be the timeless present of or
thodox theology in such an intention
al context. It is a fair objection that
God could intelligibly be said to be
changing our present state of affairs
intentionally without His own action
(as' opposed to its effects) being

dated with the tlnow" of our Earthly
time scheme. But this would be in
telligible only on the following sort
of model: Heaven is like a far off
star whence God within His own
time scheme acts upon our world in-
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tentionally. The time of our being
acted upon is not the time of His ac
tion. But if one goes on to insist that
Heaven itself has no time scheme
at all, then one has no more suitable
context for speaking of intentions in
that region than in the realm of posi
tive integers. Intention presupposes
same time scheme of ubefore" and
"after." This holds good whether we.
construe intention behaviouristical
ly, or as the drama of a purely pri
vate stage, or partly as a matter of
public appraisal. These points about
intention are but corollaries to more
general and obvious ones about per
sons and personal acts.G Our concepts
of person, personal purpose, person
al consideration of what is best, per
sonal decision and so on cannot, it
seems, be uprooted from a context
of conscious, temporal individuals;
they belong in a setting of intentions
and acts, the description of which
must be characterized by relations
like earlier than and later than.

It is at this juncture that some
traditionalists would interrupt us on
behalf of the Analogy of Being, say
ing we have overlooked an important
possibility. Maybe, they would say,
we can achieve a very dirn under
standing by analogy of the purpose
ful workings of an atemporal, non
human mind. Two questions arise
about this suggestion: (a) Would
such an analogy get us off our con
ceptual ground to any effect? (b)
Why should we resort to it, when,
if it did \Vork, it would provide such
an extraordinarily dim understand
ing anyway? As for (a): it is cer
tainly true that we can speak by
analogy or sense-extension of the pur
poses of non-human, non-conscious,
temporal individuals like machines
and missiles by presupposing pur
poseful men who make them. But
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the analogy for our purposes is a cul
de sac. We do not want God to be
like a machine that performs an al
ien purpose and cannot tell whether
the successful completion of its rou
tine achieves a purpose. Again, by a
related analogy, we can talk of the
purposes of atemporal, non-conscious
things like axioms, definitions and
concepts. (UThe purpose ofAxiom
3 is to exclude type confusions.")
But neither analogy offers any flick
er of intelligibility to the apparent
contradiction involved in positing a
purposing and self-consciously pur
pose achieving but non-temporal in
dividual. Here the analogist's Way of
Remotion seems simply to remove
the Unmoved Mover. At least it seems
so" if He is anything more than an
Aristotelian final cause.

More important for those who
want an intelligible account of the
ology is question (b). \Vhy should we
be so eager to press this unpronlising

analogy simply to keep God ateulpor
al? The God of most Old Testament
writers and the Heavenly Father of
Christ's reported words sound tem
poral enough - whatever the drift
of later Hellenised comments like the
introduction to St. John's Gospel.
Certainly God is an eternal purposer
in the Scriptures. But there the Di
vine attribute of eternity is quite
naturally and venerably intelligible
in the following temporal sense: God
has always existed and always ,vill
exist through unending time and de
pends on nothing else for His ex
istence. No other individual could
trespass on the uniqueness of this
independent temporal eternity: mak
ing God temporally eternal in this
sense does not reduce Hirn to the
status of His everlasting but ever
dependent Cfeatures.
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Plato in Republic Book 11 gives
an excellent illustration 01' the ini
tial thinking \vhieh leads SOllle nlcta
physicians to prefer a (lesperate anal
ogy to a Divine telnporality. "Look
at the wieked lives of the OIYlnpian
suprenle beings," he says in effect,
"they are so like people. HOllllr's
Zeus and Hera are as fiekle and un
trustlvorthy as any hU111ans. i\. su
prelne being worthy of imitation
luUSt surely be illunlltable, unchang
ing and ever reliable." l"'he simplest
way, as we later see in Republic
Book VI, to conceive of an individual
as itnmutable, unchanging and ever
reliable is to relTIOVe that individual
from the spatio-temporal setting 01'
persons and bodies and construe the
individual after the model of tinle
less figures, concepts and numbers:
The Idea of the Good, The üne anti
so on. 'Geometrical figure' has been
suggested as a root meaning of EI
DOS v.rhich greatly influenced Plato.
~"'he aura of reliable nece8sity, which
attends his Ideas, is particularly unO'
derstandable in the case of one for
whom the axioms and definitions
governing the individuals of arith
metic and geometry have an absolute,
necessary status. From this Platonic
'Leap' arises Augustine's atemporal
God Who makes the world rum lern

pOTe. But an obstacle remains if,
having depersonalized his supreme
being, the metaphysician persists in
supreme teleogical talk. Following P.
F. Strawson's acute discussion of
atemporal Monads in Leibniz we
may ask: how is it possible to treat a
timeless individual, conceived after
the model of concepts, "on analogy
with i n d i v i d u a I consciousness?"6
Worse yet for the theist, how can
such an impersonal timeless being be
fruitfully called worthy of imita
tion, when the analogy between the
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nature 01' that being and the nature
o!' people is so obscllre?

;\t any rate there is a perfectly
gO(HI sense in ""hich a Divine teln
pol"al being could be iInnlutable, un
changing, reliable and thus \vorthy
of illli tation. 'I'he I)i"ine teulporal
being- 111Ust be utterl)' IOllalt{~ring in
love, Illere)', justice, synlpathy, wis
dOlll and so on despite the passage
01' tinle. 1t is unfaltering exenlplifi
cation of s u c h virtues as these
through tinle everlasting whieh gives
us the desiderated and .inlitable sense
of the Divine inlnlutability. We da
not need the sense or non-sense which
b()th denies telnporal succession to
(;od's aets of love, merey and wrath,
yet asserts the agency and in tel1Jen
tion vI His love, nlercy and wrath
at different points in history.

God as Omnipotent Purposer. Ju
daeo - Christian theologians I i k e
'rholnas and 1\1 a i mon i des, who
clainled to find God's atemporal
hand in Aristotle's 1Uetaphysics, link
the Divine omnipotence with atem
porality by holding that God to be
oUlnipotent must be totally in act
and not at all in potency. T her e
must, for instance, be no temporal
lag, HO gap of any kind between His
willing and His will being done.'
Any such lag 01' gap would detract
frorn the Divinc olllnipotence and
perfeetion. Perhaps the best counter
to this way of thinking would be to
consider Boas' antitheistic attack on
the whole notion of an omnipotent
purposer. "In what sense of the word
could an omnipotent being have auy
purposes whatsoever? We Inake plans
not merely because the future is
largely unknown but also because
we know that it is a natural obstac:le
to the fulfillment of our desires. A
stone does not need plans since there
is only one thing it can do ... A
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human being has to make plans ...
But an omnipotent being is like an
impotent being; his actions f 10 ,,,
out of his nature."B Now there is
something suspicious about an argu
ment from which Thomas and Mai
monides, on the one hand, ean eon
clude that God the omnipotent choos
er must be atemporal and Boas, on
the other hand, can conclude that
there are logically no omnipotent
ehoosers.

Let us get the premises into an
analogous form for disgorging their
fallacy. It makes fair sense, if poor
verisimilitude outside Gaulliste cir
eIes, to say that DeGau11e can carry
out any (logically significant) poli
cy he chooses to adopt. If DeGau11e
really could implement with success
any global policy he preferred and
do so in as short or long a time as
he saw fit, then he would be in a
clear sen s e an a11 powerful global
chooser and purposer. Substituting
'eosmic' for 'global' in protasis and
apodosis, we would get the conclu
sion that he was an a11 powerful cos
mie chooser. But we do not want
omnipotent God to be just a cosIl)ic
DeGau11e and the temptation here
is to make atemporality His differ
entia in omnipotence. Resisting this
temptation we must stipulate as the
criterion of Divine <;nnnipotence that
not only can (;od bring about un
aided any poliey of His choice, but
also that no agent other than Goel
has choice or power of action but for
God's freely chosen dispensation.
This, not atemporality, is the needed
diffe'rentia of Divine omnipotence.

Aquinas anel l\1aimonieles woulel ob
ject that if Goel is olnnipotent choos
er there cannot be a time lag be
tween His choice and its fulfillment:
God has to be atemporal. This line
of thought may rest at least partly
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on a confusion of what Peter Geaeh
has called logically attributive and
logically preelicative adjectives.8 Jf a
flea is red and a van is red then
they are, roughly speaking, of the
same colour. But a big flea and a big
van are not, even roughly speaking
of the same size. When omnipotent
qualifies a chooser, it is akin to one
of Geach's 10gica11y attributive ad
jectives (good, big) in that we
should not suggest criteria for power
inappropriate to choosers. Perhaps a
great deal of spurious mystification
resul ts from theologians tal kin g
about the Divine omnipote,nce in a
wi leBy abstract way anel forget ting
that omnipotent is, in its theological
context, an adjective qualifying a
personal individual. To argue like
Boas that because God is an omni
potent chooser, therefore he cannot
really be a chooser at a11, is like ar
guing that because Fido is a big min
iature poodle he is not really a min
iature poodle at all. To argue like
Thomas anel Maimonides that be
cause Goel is an omnipotent chooser,
therefore He is atemporal, is, since
chaasers are intenders and intenders
are naturally understood as temporal
inelividuals, rather too like arguing
that because Fielo is truly a good
elog he cannot be canine, because
true goodness transeencls canininity.
The omnipotence o[ a non-~emporal

person is about as inte11ectua11y
promising as the goodness of a non
canine doge

Fina11y let us consider God as
Necessary Purposer. In his book Re
ligious Beliefs Mr. C. B. Martin of
fers the fo11owing requirements as an
intelligible acccount of an ens neces
sari'um: (1) a being for whose ex
istence nothing else need exist; (2)
a being that has always existed; (3)
a being upon whom everything else
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depends for i ts existenee. These re
quirements seem an exeellent start
to atemporal analysis of God as
neeessary purposer. 10 Vet ~Iartin, a
neo-Wittgensteinian seeptie, goes on
to eonelude that any God-eoneept
clear of eonfusion is "not suffieien tly
beyond our understanding to be
worthy of religious awe." ] ust so a
similarly minded sceptie, Professor
1. N. Findlay, elaitns that (a) if Gocl
deserved the full religious reverenee
of LATREIA - not mere DOULEIA
-His existenee and possession of His
perfeetions would have to be logieal
ly neeessary; yet (b) it is 10gieally
impossible that non-trivial statements
about God's existenee and proper
ties be logieally neeessary or be ines
eapable for thought. Therefore, he
holds, there ean be no worthy objeet
of religious awe. ll

Thus atheist follows traditionalist
in the view that trying to analyze
God's attributes in intelligibly tem
poral terms must frustrate our re
ligious aspirations. Surely, they say,
we have abandoned the fuIl vener
ability of God, if with an intelligible
analysis, like Martin's of Neeessary
Divinity, we make it a eontingent af
fair, a matter of happen-stanee, that
God exists and is what He iso The
emotive foree of such arguments de
pends on a crude play on two am
biguous words. Contingent ean mean,
among other things, 'non-tautolog
ous' and' also 'dependent on some
thing else;' happen ean mean, among
other things, 'be the case as a mat
ter of fact not m e re definition,'
(kings don't just happen to be royal
ty), and also ean mean any number
of demeaning things like 'oeeur ran
domly eontrary to all rational ex
peetation,' 'oeeur randomly at an ir
ritating time' (there just happened
to be thirteen of us at dinner). But,
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if by our eoneept Goel has always
existed and never needed anything
else to exist anti aI\vays exhibits the
satne perfeetions in virtue, then
these anlbiguous, detneaning sugges
tions of dependenee anc! haphazard
ness earried in senne contexts by
'contingent' anel 'happen' simply do
not apply in the context of our de
scribing the Divine existence or the
Di\'ine a t tri b u tes. Construing a
N'ecessary God on the model of a
tetnporal person, as in' ~fartin's re
quirelnents, and refusing the mis
conceived sort of necessi ty that meta
physicians have attributed to time·
less definitions and axioms, (a neees·
sit)' appropriate to an absolute view
of geometry), may carry a certain
priee. Maybe our temporal, personal
ens necessariu'm will ill fi t the On
tologieal Argumen t or other theistic
proofs of rationalistie inspiration.12

If so, it is a price worth paying for
higher intelligibility. For speaking of
Gou and man we find, unsurpris
ingly enough, that the temporal ehar
acter of human eonseiousness offers
the most intelligible model for a Di
vine mind. The trouble with the
timeless interpretation of every pre
dicate here eonsidered is not that it
yields a mystery largely beyond hu
man understanding. Rather the trou
ble seems to be that, when under
stood, the interpretation involves us
in unpromising and otherwise avoid··
able eon tradietions.
3. A Concluding Challenge

As ladmitted before, I am per··
sonally torn between the atemporal
view of Boethius and Aquinas and
the temporal analysis of Divine at
tributes. These suggestions offered
by my Devil's Advoeate do seem to
make God's nature more intelligible
in some respeets but I am left with
the uneasy suspieion that the baby
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may be floating away with the bath
water. l"hus I put forward such ar
guments in the hope that someone
more tradi tional in view will reply
in an illuminating manner. Divine
temporality may be too high a pen
alty to pay for greater theological
intelligibility. At any rate, as Socra-
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tes replied to Thrasymachus, the·
just penalty for the ignorant to pay
is to learn from one who does know.
(Republic I, 337 D). Without any
Socratic irony, I submit t he s e
thoughts to others who are also puz
zled about the traditional attributes
of a personal God.
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